
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANCIENT MEDICINE INFLUENCES ESSAY

Many different cultures have tried different methods as to find out about the causes of disease and how to treat different
kinds of diseases. Various countries .

Muslim rulers built large hospitals in in Hyderabad , and in Delhi in , and numerous commentaries on ancient
texts were written. The plot of the plays was always inspired by Greek mythology, a theme that is still
common today Kennedy b. The misunderstanding regarding the formative role of history of medicine for
students can be explained in another way. Discussing the importance of the scientific research in history of
medicine, John L. Throughout the period, European cultures conceived of medicine primarily in terms of
supposed possession by evil spirits and encounters with mythical creatures such as elves, evil snakes, and
dragons. The advancements undertaken in the field of medicine by the early greek laid the basis for western
medicine in three important ways. Even before the full departure from the mythopoeic stage of medicine, the
ancient Romans had begun thinking about human health from a perspective that we would recognize today as
community and public health systems. Do you think that the physician should report the mother? Zanchin G.
To begin with, the United States uses more medication than any other country. Jesuit missionaries introduced
Western science and medicine to the royal court, although the Chinese physicians ignored them. The resulting
damage to the medulla causes the heart to stop. They include new and conventional medicine practices such as
chiropractic, various forms of acupuncture, herbal medicine, Christian faith healing, and many others. Faure
O. Specific breakthroughs such as in connection with Lister's Germ Theory of Disease and the development of
antibiotics greatly increased the ability of medical scientists to improve human health as did the practical
contributions of individual healthcare practitioners. The correct analysis of the past of medical science allows
us to understand not only the progressive phases of medicine, but also the periods of stagnation or regression.
He argued that channels linked the sensory organs to the brain, and it is possible that he discovered one type of
channel, the optic nerves, by dissection. So, the human body was made up of the four humours known as â€”
blood, phlegm, yellow bile choler , and black bile melancholy. Conclusions The study of the past of medicine
permits a better understanding of its present and gives the possibility to develop adequate strategies for its
future. In the tradition of Shamanism it is believed that certain people named shamans exhibit particular
magical specialties at birth; the most common specialization is that of a healer His teachings remain relevant
to present-day students of pulmonary medicine and surgery. My inspiration for medicine began well before
my medical school, because of my mother who is a nurse. Although it is not easy for students to understand
the multiple implications of the history of medicine, its importance becomes more evident during their
academic formation. He also wrote about Indian hemp, Cannabis, and henbane Hyocyamus for inducing
anesthesia, and included specific antidotes and highly skilled treatments for bites of venomous snakes. Of
these abundant influences none holds more weight than those on the field of medicine. Even more specifically
than that, the heart has been a thriving area of study. Since that moment I realized my pressing eagerness to
save peoples ' lives. The gradual infiltration of the Roman world by a succession of barbarian tribes was
followed by a period of stagnation in the sciences. Although such study is properly the concern of
anthropology, some of the methods and practices have survived, and have been incorporated into modern
medicine. Duffin J. Within the field of medicine, there lies many different career choices.


